
1. teammates Coach McKinnon trained all the teammatesteammates to rely on one another.
2. earthquake Any place can experience an earthquakearthquakee, not just places along fault lines. 
3. whereas Emilio’s favorite Olympic event is gymnastics, whereaswhereas Amina’s is figure skating.
4. wherever I’ll travel whereverwherever I must in order to attend one of this singer’s concerts. 
5. undercover An undercoverundercover investigator found the missing piece of evidence.
6. trailblazer Jackie Robinson was a trailblazertrailblazer for Black athletes.
7. uproar Students are in an uproaruproar over Principal Rivera’s cancellation of the field trip. 
8. spellbinding Jo couldn’t figure out how the magician pulled off the spellbindingspellbinding illusion. 
9. nevertheless We’re learning about the tiny—but neverthelessnevertheless deadly—blue-ringed octopus.
10. upstream  Brodie’s campsite is a ten-minute walk upstreamupstream from our campsite.
11. benchmark  The car’s remarkable safety features set a new benchmarkbenchmark in the industry.
12. runner-up  Both the first-place winner and the runner-uprunner-up will receive medals.
13. gentleman  Jamal’s parents taught him to behave like a perfect gentlemagentlemann.
14. mind-blowing  The film’s mind-blowingmind-blowing twist ending had the whole audience gasping.
15. afterthought  Izabella added her important afterthoughtafterthought as a postscript note.
16. lightweight  Winona chose a lightweightlightweight fabric for her next sewing project.
17. ourselves  We’re challenging ourselvesourselves to read two more books by the end of the month.
18. airborne  Some airborneairborne pollutants come back down in the form of acid rain.
19. sister-in-law  Aunt Lisa is my mother’s only sister-in-lasister-in-laww.

20. nowhere  Ivy feared the stuttering engine might strand them in the middle of nowhernowheree.

Review Words

21. nuclei  Cell nucleinuclei operate like control centers.
22. curricula  Any new ccuurrrriculaicula must be approved by a majority vote of the school  
  board.
23. vertebrae  Giraffes and humans both have seven neck vertebraevertebrae .

Challenge Words

24. wherewithal  Do you have the wherewithalwherewithal to throw this extravagant party?
25. handkerchief  The newscaster always had a colorful handkerchiefhandkerchief to match his suit. 
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